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Gateway2Enterprise is a global management support service for Family 
Offices/UHNWI/Investors and Entrepreneurs/SME’s focussing on Raising 
Investment.
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The world's first accessibility platform for senior
travellers and travellers with  disablities.

Travaxy is your way to a worry free experience 

Seasoned team led by CEP and Founder Lioz Amar who is a Paralympic swimmer

(Beijing) & Coach, Army Veteran and a developer. 

Considerable interest and strong partnerships, including with Amadeus, the leading

global Tavel B2B company.
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Deal: Equity
Sector: Travel & Mobility, Impact     
Series A: 2nd raise. $1.5m
Stage: First to market & pilot 
commmissioned with Amadeus & 
Globalia 
Market: US & EU alone $70bn of 70%
of travellers with disabilities   

Raised $500k in 2020



Toutche is the world’s first smart ebike that combines the benefits 
of a regular, electric and an in-home exercise bike, powered by its 
unique, marketing defining, Connected Experience (CX) Platform.

Deal: Equity
Sector: Micro-mobility      
Pre-Series A: £5m
Stage: Revenue generating, ready to
scale :  
Market: eBike market 2020 $17 billion,
Projected to grow at a CAGR of 16%
and be valued at $36 bil by 2025  
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Underpinned by the CX Platform, Toutche’s ebikes are light, intelligent and versatile, with features 
that allow users to experience top riding experience at any level of electric assistance (from 0 to 
100%) and adapt to users with varying fitness levels helping them improve through the use of the 
bike, both outdoor and indoor. 

Toutche’s ebike and its addictive features are designed to attract both enthusiasts and non-
users of bicycles making it a perfect Active Lifestyle companion. The CX Platform, brings a 
completely new dimension to Toutche ebikes with features like wireless access to the bike 
through an app, theft deterrence. remote immobilisation, personalised profiles on the bike, 
virtual rides with friends or top cyclists and user generated rides anywhere in the world. 

Toutche have sold 165 of their first generation e-bikes ($75K/£60K+ revenue) in the Indian 
market and a waiting list for their second stock of 600 ebikes. The UK launch is scheduled in 
April 2022. 

In addition, the company has inked deals in Australia and Japan to launch its ebikes through 
Partners (country distributors). Toutche’s strategy is to capitalise on the huge global 
demand for e-bikes (14%+ CAGR forecast for the 2020-30 period), establish itself as a 
leading software driven ebike brand and then grow as a software platform company 
licensing for other top brands.

The management led by a seasoned team with 100+ person years of experience in 
Technology and Engineering, is now raising £2.2mil for further development of the product, 
platform, sales & marketing and international expansion. 



 

jobmate provides small businesses the power and tools that only large businesses can afford and gives

large businesses back the agility and flexibility that only small businesses enjoy.

jobmate plugs into most popular partnering accountancy services such as Xero to provide decision

makers with unique additional layers of functionalities to achieve unprecedented levels of business

efficiency. Using one interface on the go, authorised team members manage key operational functions

such as issuing and managing digital documents (tax, quotes, invoices, job work descriptions and

tasks…); inventory, employee & customer management (CRM); data analysis and many more. 

The company is ready to scale to capitalise on the huge opportunity coming from the new legislation

imposing digital reporting to the 4m UK small businesses by April 2023 due to Self-Assessment

becoming part of the HMRC’s Make Tax Digital (MTD) plan. jobmate is one of only 9 approved

developers for the HMRC, MTD project. Brexit, Covid (remote working) and the still ongoing

digitalisation of businesses are also huge additional opportunities at play. Current key deals include

Rubis Oil and Davie Construction, both Beta Testing the new platform release.

Currently generating £7k MRR - further accelerating to £35k+ with the full launch in Sept 21 - and

having raised to date £905k from investors, the seasoned management is now looking to raise another

£2.5m, in order to take advantage of the exceptional national opportunities as well as to promote and

scale the business internationally.

jobmate (jobmate.cloud) is a sector-agnostic SaaS cloud-based
platform providing small and large businesses with a complete
end-to-end operational and management suite and real time
visibility across operations all in one place, on the go.

Deal: Equity
Sector: Cloud based Saas      
Pre-Series A: £2.5m
Stage: Revenue generating, ready to
scale   
Market: £8bn + globally  
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https://jobmate.cloud/
https://jobmate.cloud/


Deal: Equity
Funding: Business Expansion
Series A: Raising $2.5M ($1M Left in 
the round)
Sales: $155K MRR
Market Size: $2.8B 
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We are CrowdForce. Building Africa’s Largest Financial 
Services Distribution Network. 

CrowdForce is helping Businesses, Governments, and Non-
profits scale to the next billion undeserved population. We 
provide a data analytics platform and thousands of field 
collectors to empower decision makers with insights 
straight from the communities. We used this data ourselves 
to build financial services products that truly tackle 
financial inclusion and can turn any merchant in Africa to a 
bank branch within minutes.

 

Backed by Ycombinator and other Silicon Valley Investors.
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Deal: Equity 
Sector: EdTech
Investment to date: €175K
Stage: Generating first revenues 
Round: Seed €1M
Use of Funds: Irish roll out, growth 
of team
Markets: Ireland (€55M-€75M), UK 
(€385M-€765M), EU & US (circa 
€5BN)
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FlexiDrive is a revolutionary mobile app that connects learner drivers with local driving 
instructors in real time. It empowers users on both sides of the industry in an intuitive 

marketplace. 

The driver education industry is outdated and lacks modern best practices such as e-commerce, 
interactive websites, and mobile apps. The target demographic is used to convenience, speed, 
and flexibility in everyday life, especially other sectors such as taxis, courier companies and food 
delivery for example.
For the instructor, we offer a full management system where they can manage their calendar, 
schedule lessons and invoice at the touch of a button for automatic weekly payments. FlexiDrive 
handles all admin, customer service and marketing to ensure a steady stream of local students 
saving time and money. 

Traditionally, for students, instructors are appointed in a blind date fashion, and they must work 
around their appointed instructors’ schedule. With FlexiDrive, they can browse instructor profiles 
based on distance, vehicle, availability, gender, ratings, and reviews. They can do their lessons 
with a variety of driving instructors to suit their own schedule and speed up the curriculum. Each 
instructor can seamlessly take over from one another as students’ digital logbook are viewable on 
their profile.

FlexiDrive completed beta trials receiving 4,000 student downloads, over 150 unique paying 
customers and 60 driving instructors testing the app. We have since relaunched our MVP based 
on initial feedback and are ready to go back to market with improved software and a refined 
business model, growing the business to €15K MRR by January ‘22. 
We are currently rolling out in Dublin, with plans to expand nationwide in early 2022 upon success 
of raising our seed round. We are currently conducting extensive research into the UK with plans 
to launch in 2023 after a significant Series A fund raise.
We are backed by Enterprise Ireland and qualify for the HPSU support which is match funding up 
to €250K.
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The ticket industry is broken. Ticket pass is building
the biggest ethical and fair ticketing platform 

Controlled and dictated by a few, ticketing platforms tend to be greedy, not transparent, and

even encourage touts. And this is a big problem for governments, artists, fans and organisers 

who are all frustrated with the system in place. People are against unfair ticketing and want an

alternative.

Ticketpass is building the biggest ethical and fair ticketing platform by fighting touts, capping

booking fees, and generating social impact every time a ticket is sold.

Unlike other ticketing platforms, Ticketpass is a tech for good company with 4 revenue models:

Booking fee | Subscription | Virtual Tokens | Event Promotion.

. 
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Deal: 12% 
Raise: Raising £1.2m Third Round
Funding: B2B partnerships & tech
development 
Round Validation & working product 
Market: £15 billion
SEIS & EIS approved 

Raised £250K June 2020
& £350k Mar 21



Deal - equity
Sector - digital fundraising and funding 
SAAS
Use of Funding - product development, 
sales and marketing to accelerate 
growth
Round - £500k seed
EIS Approved
Stage - Revenue generating, ready to 
scale
Market - UK £30bn+
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Launched in May 2020, Karadoo Finance Limited’s innovative community-focussed digital fundraising 
platform, InvestMyCommunity, has already helped hundreds of community organisations across the UK to 
raise over £1m. Following the validation of the concept, Karadoo’s directors are now seeking to secure 
additional capital to invest in sales and marketing in order to accelerate growth.

Accelerated by Covid, the already rapidly diminishing use of cash is putting the revenue, and in some 
cases the very existence, of charities and faith organisations at risk. They need to digitise their existing 
donations urgently. Schools and sports clubs need to embrace innovative means to source funds and 
investment to fill the void left by banks, and crowdfunding platforms.

The client organisation is at the front and centre of everything we do. Our feature rich platform is designed 
to help them to actively engage their own communities to raise funds for the organisations and causes 
that matter the most to THEM. Expert support maximises their fundraising success.

In revenue, InvestMyCommunity takes a simple and ethical approach to provide its SAAS, charging a simple 
commission on funds raised.

Humanity and community are coming to therefore of society; likewise companies are implementing CSR and 
ESG policies that embrace the UN’s seventeen SDG’s. InvestMyCommunity is aligning its product and service 
to leverage and accelerate this shift to deliver more positive social impact. In parallel there is increased 
appetite for impact or socially responsible investing.

With plenty of “low hanging fruit”, the UK offers a huge addressable market; through InvestMyCommunity, 
Karadoo is realising and accelerating an existing opportunity. Nevertheless, the business has been structured 
and the platform developed so that it can be easily internationalised.



Deal: Equity 
Sector: Media/Impact 
Round: £1.25m Seed 
Uses of Funding: execute on 40 
content pieces, building traction and 
audience, marketing
Stage: Early Revenue
Market: £13 billion
SEIS/EIS approved
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HB Media is working to become the definitive global socially conscious Gen Z media 
company. 

Existing large media companies overwhelmingly see the 16-to-24-year-old market as 
interested solely in the superficial, primarily due to the fact that the people making the 
decisions in these companies sit so far outside of their target market. Gen Z is the loneliest and 
most insecure generation on record, fueled by social media, and they are crying out for 
relatable, socially relevant content to connect with. 

HB Media is addressing this by creating issue-defining celebrity-led content, aiming to 
empower the generation and shape their lives. Product market fit has been evidenced, through 
the release of 3 development episodes of their flagship product Presenting, featuring footballer 
Jesse Lingard and Olympian Mo Farah, which included Jesse speaking on depression and how it 
has affected him and his family. 

The first episodes have been viewed over 2 million times across all socials, featuring on Sky 
News in a strategic partnership. Despite no pre-existing audience or traction, the development 
episodes were able to generate mid-five figure revenues through brand sponsorships alone. 

With this unprecedented level of traction and momentum, built pre-seed, the time is now to join 
HB Media on their journey to uplifting Gen Z and fixing the media industry. 



Gravity Coliving (gravitycoliving.com) is a revolutionary approach to
property management which uses its focus on ‘living together’ and
sustainability to offer unique flexibility to young professional
renters to drive above industry profitability.  

Higher flexibility and profitability are achieved through the combination of co-living and co-working

spaces together with a unique technology platform that offers market-leading functionalities such as

virtual 3D tours & bookings, integrated PMS, CRM booking platform, a community network & laundry

booking app and discount/referral scheme. Onsite dedicated community management & events/training

and a layered membership programme enables renters to thrive, whilst providing a compelling solution

to corporates looking to house employees on variable contracts. 

The company has shown great traction having launched 200 beds in 21 months in 4 locations with 7

months average time to break even. The success with renters is also reflected with an occupancy rate

90%+ on stabilized portfolio and a NPS score of 82. MRR is £140k on stabilized portfolio (targeting

£260k with stabilized 4th property).

Partnership deals have been signed with institutional landlords Labtech and Akelius and leading

institutional investors in Europe. Other business partnerships includes Stripe, Revolut, IBM, and

Coursera.

Having raised £2.1M to date (£900k from repeat investors), the management is now seeking £4m

investment to expand its property portfolio, tap into the lucrative corporate business, expand

internationally and further develop its technology.

Deal: Equity  
Sector: Property/Proptech 
Round: Series A
Uses of Funding: Expand property
portfolio, international expansion    
Stage: Revenue generating
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http://gravitycoliving.com/
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 Impact investing & ESG
Investment Readiness

Partner
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